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Abstract 

Array control on the rules of the tables of Part TMLS arc defined as controlled associated derivation. 
Two main results are proved. 
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L latroductios 

&systems have stimulated a substantial amount of research much of which can be found 
in literaturetig. In the recent past, several attempts were made by many investigators 
to incorporate the developmental type of generation used in Lssystems to higher dimen- 
sionss,'•". Motivated by the idea of generating array languages which expand linearly 
and where the inner elements also grow apart from the growth along the edges, we define 
table matrix Li-systems'. In this model, in each column (row) of a rectangular array, 
the growth or derivation is controlled by tables but in the entire rectangular array, 
the growth or derivation takes place in such a way that the rectangular format is 
maintained. The productions are given in the form of row (column) tables. The right 
side of every rule in a row (column) table has the same number of rows (columns). 
Every table consists of at least one rule for every element of the alphabet. The axiom 
is a rectangular array whose elements are elements of the alphabet Z. The rules from 
the row (column) tables are applied to the elementt of the axiom row by row (column 
by column). By such application if the derived word is rectangular, then the rules from 
the row (column) tables can be applied again, othel wise the derivation comes to an end. 
If the completeness condition is removed then we call the system as partial table matrix 
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In this paper we define an array control called the controlled associated derivati on  
on the rules of the tables of Part TMLS. The first result that we prove is that the 
fintly of Part TMLL with det, (Part TMLL) as controlled associated derivation win 
be eual to the family of del i  (Part CTMLL). The authors propose a linguistic model 
called th: a) b tract family of mltrices for the generation of rectangular airay of kind- 

nt1.1 , by tit: lubstitution of regular sets into well-known families of formal language s , 
Th:s 	gmerates interesting class of pictures like token I,. T of difterent . sizes .  and 
proportions. 

In this paper, the second result that we prove is that the family of CFMI, is a proper 
sub;et of the family of CTMLL. 

2. Definitions and main results 

In this section, we fl -st review some basic definitions including the definitions of table 
matrix L-systems, Part TMLS i.nd Part CTMLS. 

Definition 2.1 : A table matrix Lftsystem with row (column) tables TMLS, (TMLSe) 
is a a-tuple G sct (E, c.9, co) where 

(i) S is a finite non-empty set, the alphabet of G. 

(ii) 5' is a finite non-empty set of row (column) tables which we denote as 0, (03, i.e., 
= {P19 FF.., Pi} for some f .) 1. Each element of P is a finite subset of E x In 

consisting of rules of the form 

{al -4 	ak --+ ak, • • • , ak -14  ak), where 	ai, • • • ak 

have the same number of rows (columns). 	satisfies the following completeness 
condition 

P), (Viz (aa)z * * (< a, a > 

(iii) toe E-F-E is the start matrix or axiom of G. 

The derivations are defined as follows: 

an 	 
If co = 	 and if 3' ga 	=

{
P , P2 1  . • 

• 
	 . 	at, 

• 

(03  = 5' = { PI) P29 • • • Pi}), then we apply to co, the rules from the tables of 03, (c9s) 
row by row (column by column), i.e., we choose a Pis  in 3', (Pcs  in SO and apply the 
rules to the first row (column) of co. Next we choose a Pi, in 5', (P„ in c.9),) and apply 
the rules to the second row (column). Proceeding in this manner we apply the rules 

• 
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from a table to a row (column) of w. By such applications. if the resultant array is 
rectangular then the rules from the tables 55, (0,) can be applied again, othei wise the 
derivation comes to an end. 

Definition 2 .2: Let G = (Z, (o) be a TMLS. Let M,, M2  6E++• 

a,, 	 ant 	cq1 	 alb  

and let MI  s 

	 1 	 a I 	  

where cc. E E and ciao  e E 44 . We say that Ail  directly derives Als in G(M, *. MO if MT 

is the resultant rectangular airay obtained by applying rules in (9) to M1  row by row 
(column by column). s * is the reflexive transitive closure of s. 

Let G lig  ( Zr,09 a.) be a TMLS. The language generated by G is defined as 

L(G) cr E es io) 

Let E be a finite alphabet and L z En. 	L is 	called a table matrix L language 
kTMLL) if and only if there exists a TMLS G such that L = MG). 

We denote the TML.S w:th row (column) tables by TMLS, (TMLS,) and the largr.P.grs 
by TWILL, (TMLL,). If the meaning is clear, we omit c or r and just write as TMLS 
and TMLL. 

Definition 	2.3: 	Let G = (E, 3', co) be a TMLS. 	G is said to 	be (i) deterministic if 
for each P in (7 and each a in E there is exactly one rule a -4 a in P, 

(ii) propagating if for each P in ge we have PCS x E++. 

his seen that if the completeness condition is not imposed in thfinition 2 .1, then some 
intre.ting clacses of picturei, like Kirsch's triangles will be generated'. 

Definition 2.4: A partial table matrix L-system row (column) (Part TMLS,) (Rut 
TMLS,) is a 3-tuple G = (E, .2, co) where 

(i) E is a finite non-empty set, the alphabet of G. 

(ii) 47)  is a finite non-empty set of row (column) tables which we denote as .9), (go), i.e., 

= f4.p1, P2,..., Pf} for some f )1, each demerit Pi  is a finite subset of E x E**, 

consisting of rules of the form {a, -4 al l a2 —  az) .1 ,  • ak 	GA where 	• at  have 

the same number of rows (columns). 

coe E++ is the start matrix or axiom of G. 



h (a ) ,) 	h(a1 ) 

• 

h(a.,1) 	hian) 
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The derivations arc defined as follows 

• 

If Wa 
	 and if EY) 	{P/ , P2,..., Phi 

	ass- 

(go = ET. = (P/ , Pg, . .. . 1  Pk}), then we apply to oi, 	the rules from the tables of EY),(33.) 
row by row (column by column) i.e., if we choose a P, in E.7),(P 4  in E7)) which has rules 
with an , a, s, • • . •, al, (am an, 	, an ) on the left side and apply to the first row 
(column) of a 	Next we choose a Pi  in a°, (P, in cA) which has rules with a u, a2/ , 
	 9  az, (aisi atb 	*, au) on the left side and apply to the second row (second 

column) of co. 

Proceeding in this way we choose a Pk in 0, (P2  in 00 which has rules with au , 
au, 	, as, (ah, av , 	, a,.) on the left side and apply to the tth row (sth column) 
of to. 	The rules are applied in such a manner that a rectangular array results. 	Ruks 
my again be applied to the resultant rectangular airay in a similar ntanner. 	If a 
rectangular airay cannot be obtained by applying the rules row by row (column by 
column) then the derivation comes to an end. 	Mi 	M2, the language generated by a 

G 
Part 'PALS can be defined similar to that of TMLS. 

Definition 2.5: Let G = (E, c , (0) be a. Part TMLS, G is said to be (i) deterministic 
--At 	of the first kind if there is only one rule in E7 for any a e E and denoted by det i  (Part 

TMLS). (ii) deterministic of the second kind if' for every P in 0 there is atmost one 
rule a --• a for any a € E and denoted by det 2  (Pdrt TMLS), (iii) propagating if for each 
Pin 0 vr: have Pc E x Et+. 

Definition 26: The partial coding table matrix L-system row (column) (Part CTMLS, 
(Part CTMLS.)) is a 5-tuple G = (V, 0, o, E, h) where 

(i) (V, 0, co) is a Part TMLS. 

(ii) E is a non-empty finite set called the target alphabet. 
(iii) h is the partial coding from V into E. 

Starting from to, arrays are derived by Part TMLS ( V. 5', co) and then coding is is 
applied to these arrays, where 
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is undefined if there is at least one 

a., 	 a.,, 

au  for which h (aq) is not defined. 

Let G (V, 0 1, co, S. hi b: a Part CTMLS. The language generated by G is defined 
as 

	

L(G) {MEE"Re** 	h(110 	L En 

is called a Part ('TMLL if and only if there exists a Part CTMLS G such that L la 

1,(G). 

Definition 2.7: lat t G a (V, 0, co, 5, h) be a Part CTMLS. G is said to be (1) deter- 
ministic of the first kind if the Part TMLS (V, 0, co) is deteiministic of the fist kind, 
(ii) deterministic of the second kind if the Part TMLS (V, 01, co) is deterministic of the 
second kind. (iii) propagating if the Part TMLS (V, 49), co) is. propagating. 

Now let us define an anociated derivation. of a Part TMLS. 

Definition 	2.8: 	Let 0 m (5, Or  co) be a Part TMLS,, 3; = {P,, P2,. . .., 	Pk}, each 
P, cons-gists of a set of rules of the form ai  --, at . 

and riefl 	Mt, M, 

***** • airs 

d. 	s where {an  -+ deo 	, a -*ail)  is a table of 47,, ad 	, am, having the same 

number of (ow). We attach a label to each rule in a table, i.e., lab (a --• a) = 

If to is the label of the production at  -4 ow then the 

tn 	  tip 

array 	 =t 13 is associated with the derivation 

Af1 s Af2. We call /I the array associated with the derivation M, s Aft 
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If CD = M0r, M1 z. M2 zt. 	Me  is a derivation in Part TMLS, 0 and fli  is the 
array associated with the derivation M4- 1  mb.. M4, then we call fA, P 2, 	  
the sequence of arrays associated with the derivation M c, 	* M. in the Part TMLS, a 
We note that the size of the arrays Mi, and fl i  are the same, IA, 	, fl are the 
arrays over the alphabet E', which is the Set of labels of rules in Mr  i.e., r = lab (c7s,). 

Now in any Part TMLS G, instead of allowing all possible derivations, we allow only 
derivations where the secps tence of arrays {A 	,fl.} associated with the derivation 
i3fo 	*M., is a sequence of steps in a derivation /I, 	fig s  	fl0  in some 
system, then we obtain a Part TMLS with controlled associated derivation. 

As would be naturally expected, the generative power of Part TMLS increases. If 
fit 	*fl 	a derivation in a system G' (G' may be a Part TMLS itself) then L(G) 
is called the controlled aFsociated derivrtion language (CADL). 

Definition 2.9: If G (La), (0) is a Part TMLS and C is the controlled associated 
derivation language. then 

L(G.q.= {me 	m,   Ain), 
p2 

in C and 	fis  	yi„ is a deriwtian in the grammar A 9 fly 	 
generating C. 

Now we “ate the main results without proofs as the proofs can be found in Nirmar. 

Theorem 2 .1: If G is a Part TMLS, and C is a deterministic Part TMLL, of the 
first kind, then 1,(G, C) is a deterministic Pait CTMLL, of the fist kind. 

Theorem 2 .2: Corresponding to every deti  (Part CTMLL) L, a Part TMLS 	and 
a deti  (Part TMLL) C can be found such that L = L(C, C). 

Definition 2.10: 	Let La (Part TMLS, cr) denote the family of languages of the form 
L(G, C) where G is a part TMLS and CGS'. 

Theorem 2 .3 If C = 3 det, (Pal t TMLL) then, 

2(Part TMLS, 	deti  (Part CTMLL). 

Now let us compare 47 Part CTMLL with the family of CFMLI. CFMG will gene- 
rate pictures like token I, T of all sizes and proportions. But token land T of fixed 
proportions are generated by a Part CTMLS, but not by a CFMG. Hence, we have 
the second main results. 

Theorem 2.4; St CFML C 3 Pan CTMLL. 
a4. 
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